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Unit focus

The Western Sydney Wanderers Gallery Goal unit 
provides students in Years 5 and 6 with an opportunity to 
learn more about the community in which they live through 
football and art themed lesson activities. 

In this unit students will work in teams to create Western 
Sydney Wanderers’ football logo and mascot mask exhibits 
and organise a gallery exhibition to showcase their work.

Flexible pathways

The primary focus of this integrated unit of work is Art.

English, Civics and Citizenship and Health and Physical 
Education outcomes can also be met through this unit. 
See Curriculum audit for more information.

Whilst there are eight lessons in this unit that build on each 
other to provide a sequence of teaching and learning, 
teachers can determine alternate pathways to suit their 
student needs if they wish.

•  Lessons 1-8 send students on an engaging journey that 
prepares them to showcase their work to an audience at 
their own art exhibition.

•  Working as a class to plan an art exhibition in Lessons 1 
and 2, students are provided with an opportunity to set the 
scene for their learning.

•  Through their inquiry in Lessons 3-5, students gain an 
appreciation of the community and football club that their 
art work will be reflecting. 

•  Football logo design and mask making activities give 
students an opportunity to consider a range of artistic 
techniques and materials that can be used to create their 
work. It also allows students to use football to build a 
deeper understanding and knowledge of symbols and 
aspects of their community.

•  In Lessons 6 and 7 students source images for a 
football photo presentation that will make up part of their 
final work.

•  Action shots of students playing football or images 
sourced through research provide an opportunity to blend 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and art 
as part of the exhibition.

•  Teachers have the option of delivering all eight lessons 
or pick and choose specific lessons to cater for their 
curriculum and teaching program requirements.

•  Teachers also have the option of commencing the unit 
with an additional Our respect rules - Values lesson, 
provided with this resource.

Lesson duration

The range of creative pathways available to teachers and 
students in this unit means that lessons are of varying 
duration.

There are seven lessons in this unit that each take 60 
minutes to complete.

The duration of Lesson 5 - Our mascot mask is dependent 
on the artistic techniques adopted and type of materials 
used. 3D masks can take up to 240 minutes to complete 

whilst 2D versions can take considerably less time. The 
amount of time spent for this phase of work is at the 
teacher’s discretion.

Teachers may decide that additional time is needed to 
conduct research or undertake a deeper investigation into 
mask making in Asian cultures (Lesson 5).

Teachers should take note that the art exhibition is 
additional to the eight lessons that make up this unit.

Unit aims

The aims of this unit are to:

•  Help develop an understanding of how mask 
making is prominent in Asian culture.

•  Give students an opportunity to explore, inquire, 
create and respond using a range of artistic 
mediums and techniques to capture an image in 
a football context.

•  Use the design and creation of team logos and 
masks to provide students with an opportunity to 
foster personal expression, critical and creative 
thinking and communication techniques.

• Develop skills in a range of 2D and 3D mediums.

•  Build a greater awareness in students of their 
community - its art, architecture, famous people, 
animals, culture, football, regional geography 
and landmarks.

•  Build student awareness of the importance of 
the value of respect to the effectiveness and 
harmonious dynamic of a good team.

Linda O’Neill, Midfielder

https://cms1.performgroup.com/dct/ffa-dtc-performgroup-eu-west-1/12867_FOOTBALL_School%20Resource%20Program_Art%205-6_Western%20Sydney%20Wanderers_Curriculum%20audit_1qa6ab7xyw531pkcavzkidxrk.pdf
https://cms1.performgroup.com/dct/ffa-dtc-performgroup-eu-west-1/12987_FOOTBALL_School%20Resource%20Program_Our%20respect%20rules%205-6_Western%20Sydney%20Wanderers_169uwjb2fqw681vi80v4neg4cp.pdf
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LESSON LESSON 

TITLE

ACTIVITY WHAT STUDENTS 

WILL LEARN

ACTIVITY 

SHEETS

VIDEO LESSON 

DURATION

1 Our 
exhibition - 
what will it 
look like?

Students devise a plan 
for an art exhibition.

Students learn how to plan 
for an event.

• 1.1 1.1 60 minutes

2 Our plan Students confirm their 
plan for an art exhibition.

Students learn to consider 
a scenario and agree on 
a plan.

• 1.1
•  Templates 

promote 
your event

60 minutes

3 Our team 
logo - What 
does it look 
like?

Students research their 
community and Western 
Sydney Wanderers.

Students learn how to 
analyse a logo design.

• 3.1-3.3 60 minutes

4 Creating 
our team 
logo

Students create a 
new team logo for 
Western Sydney 
Wanderers.

Students learn to use their 
discoveries as stimulus to 
create a 2D logo.

• 4.1 60 minutes

5 Our mascot 
mask

Students create 
a mascot mask 
that represents 
Western Sydney 
Wanderers.

Students learn about the 
origins and purposes of 
masks in Asian cultures - 
identify distinct features 
and use them as inspiration 
to create a mascot mask.

• 5.1-5.5 Teacher 
discretion

6 Happy 
snap 
football

Students source football 
images for a photo 
presentation.

Students learn to source 
football themed images 
for a photo presentation 
project.

• 6.1 60 minutes

7 Final 
planning

Students finalise their 
art exhibition displays.

Students learn how to 
assemble their art work for 
an exhibition.

• 7.1 60 minutes

Art 
exhibition

Student hold an art 
exhibition for an invited 
audience.

Students learn how to 
implement their plans and 
work as a team to achieve 
common goal.

Teacher 
discretion

8 How did we 
go?

Students reflect on 
their work.

Students learn to reflect on 
what they have achieved, 
their process of learning 
and working with others.

• 8.1 60 minutes

The following is an outline of lessons in this unit:

lessons




